F
rom my house in Fairbanks, Alaska, I see Mt. McKinley 250 km to the southwest. One hundred fifty kilometers to the south is Mt. Hayes, and 200 km to the southeast is Mt. Hadjukovich. But in the winter it is often hard to know what these Alaska Range mountains really look like. They appear as mirages, distorted into towering images, squashed images, inverted images, or floating images (see Figs. 1 and 2a) . These mirages are due to severe temperature inversions 1 -cold air beneath warmer air-together with the favorable topography of the Tanana Flats between my house and the mountains. In this paper I will use aquarium mirages and computer mirages to understand the natural mirages.
A mirage occurs when light rays bend in air having varying density. 2 The viewer interprets the rays as being straight and therefore sees a displaced image (Fig. 3) . A superior mirage occurs when a dense layer lies below a less dense layer. Light bends towards the denser air, and the image is therefore displaced upward. The mirages in this paper are superior mirages, but readers may be more familiar with inferior mirages, such as the highway mirage. Inferior mirages occur when a dense (cooler) layer lies above a less dense (warmer) layer. The light bends upward towards the denser air, and the viewer sees an image displaced downward. In a highway mirage, what appears to be water on the pavement is in fact an image of the sky.
Aquarium Mirages
Robert Greenler 3 produced artificial three-image mirages by filling an aquarium with two solutions having different densities. Light passing through the aquarium bent to form mirages of a sailboat drawing placed at one end of the aquarium. I wanted to produce more complex mirages, like those I sometimes see of the Alaska Range (Fig. 1) . Figure 4a shows a setup to produce mirages with up to seven images. Several solutions are used, with the densest solution put in the aquarium first, then the next densest, etc. To inhibit mixing, each solution is slowly siphoned onto a board floating in the aquarium. The board is carefully removed when the aquarium is full. By shining lasers through the filled aquarium ( Fig. 4b) , we see that the light does indeed bend towards the denser, lower layer. The laser photograph also shows that light can travel multiple paths between two points. Each path could produce an image in the mirage.
A mountain drawing is placed at one end of the aquarium. With a single uniform sugar solution, the mountain is unmiraged (Fig. 5b) . After additional solution layers are added, mirages appear. Figures 5a and 6 show a threeimage and a five-image aquarium mirage.
To count the number of images in one of these mirages, pick a point on the unmiraged mountain ( Fig. 5b ) and count the number of times it appears in the mirage. The images appear directly above the object's actual position. A five-image mirage will have five images of at least one area of the mountain, like the top of the mountain in Fig. 6 . Other parts of the mountain may have fewer images. 
Computer Mirages
A computer can also be used to help us understand mirages. Mirages are simulated on a computer by mathematically describing how light travels between an object and a viewer. The differential equations for a light ray 4 are:
(1)
where [x(t), y(t)] is a typical point on the ray, and n(y) is the refractive index at height y. Figure 8 shows 50 light rays, all plotted by computer, using the refractive index profile shown in Fig. 7 . Next we use the light rays to create the mirage. An object screen with a mountain drawing on it is placed 310 THE PHYSICS TEACHER Vol. 38, May 2000
Aquarium, Computer, and Alaska Range Mirages some distance from the viewer's eye (Fig. 9 ). An image screen, subdivided into rectangles, is directly in front of the eye. We create the mirage on the image screen by coloring the rectangles appropriately. To determine the color of a rectangle, consider the ray that leaves the eye and passes through the center of the rectangle. (It is helpful to regard the rays as emanating from the eye.) The ray intersects the object screen at a point. If the point is on the mountain drawing, then the rectangle is colored gray or black, depending on whether the point is on the snow-capped peak. If the point is not on the mountain, then the rectangle is colored white. The pattern of rectangles on the image screen is the mirage. Figure 10a is a three-image computer mirage. It results from a refractive index profile having a smooth step (Fig. 7) . Compare this mirage with the aquarium three-image mirage (Fig. 5a ) and with the Woodriver Butte mirage (Fig. 2a) , especially the hill at the far right. The mirages are similar in several ways. In each there are three images. The upper image is compressed, the mid- Fig. 10a (see text) . to anyone interested. To see superior mirages in nature, visit Lake Superior, for example, on a hot day. Boats in the distance may appear in mirage, due to the cooler layer of air near the water. In winter, superior mirages can be seen over land with a strong temperature inversion, such as I observe in Fairbanks.
1. I checked the temperature profiles on some days with good mirages. Temperature inversions of 20ЊC over 300 vertical meters were evident in the National Weather Service sounding data from the Fairbanks International Airport Dec. [25] [26] [27] 1996 . My impression, from skiing to the bottom of my hill, is that by far the biggest temperature gradient is near the bottom. dle image is inverted, and the bottom image is the only one that resembles the actual object. In addition, the upper pair of images is detached. By using a refractive index profile with two steps, I created five-image mirages on the computer (Fig. 11) . The computer mirage agrees nicely with the aquarium mirage in Fig. 6 . With the more complicated mirages, we begin to notice some patterns common to all superior mirages, whether they be aquarium, computer, or natural mirages. The upper image is often compressed (see Figs. 6, 11, and 1) , every other image is inverted, and there are in principle an odd number of images. There seems to be no upper limit to the number of images possible; I have counted 11 images in some Alaska Range mirages.
Light-ray diagrams help us understand mirages. Refer to Fig. 8 , the diagram of light rays that produced the three-image mirage in Fig. 10a . First, we can predict the number of images of an object: We can locate a region of the object screen where three sets of light rays-separated by the two bold rays-overlap. Any object in this region will have three images. With the mountain placed as shown, the entire snow-capped peak should have three images in the mirage, whereas the lowest part of the mountain should have one image. Second, we can predict whether an image will be upright or inverted: We examine each set of rays for crossing over. If the rays cross over, then the corresponding image is inverted; if not, then the image is upright. The rays in the middle set cross over each other, and thus the middle image of the snow-capped peak is inverted. Third, we can predict the regions of compression and stretching: When the rays are widely spaced on the object screen, like the top few rays, the corresponding image is compressed, as we see with the upper image of the snow-capped peak. Conversely, when the rays are tightly spaced, the image is stretched. I have had a lot of pleasure observing mirages of the Alaska Range, and gained great satisfaction in understanding them through the aquarium and computer mirages. I invite readers to share the enjoyment. The aquarium experiment is simple, and little is required to produce threeimage mirages. The computer program is more challenging, but I am happy to offer the Mathematica code 
